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We provide a compact and unified treatment of power spectrum observables for the effective field
theory (EFT) of inflation with the complete set of operators that lead to second-order equations of
motion in metric perturbations in both space and time derivatives, including Horndeski and GLPV
theories. We relate the EFT operators in ADM form to the four additional free functions of time in
the scalar and tensor equations. Using the generalized slow roll formalism, we show that each power
spectrum can be described by an integral over a single source that is a function of its respective
sound horizon. With this correspondence, existing model independent constraints on the source
function can be simply reinterpreted in the more general inflationary context. By expanding these
sources around an optimized freeze-out epoch, we also provide characterizations of these spectra
in terms of five slow-roll hierarchies whose leading order forms are compact and accurate as long
as EFT coefficients vary only on timescales greater than an efold. We also clarify the relationship
between the unitary gauge observables employed in the EFT and the comoving gauge observables
of the post-inflationary universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effective field theory (EFT) of inflation [1, 2] provides a general framework for understanding the observables
associated with single-field inflation. Here a scalar field provides a clock that breaks temporal but preserves spatial
diffeomorphism invariance. Motivated by its extension to dark energy models, subsequent work [3–6] extended the
EFT to treat derivative operators that were not explicitly considered in [2] but arise in Horndeski [7–12], Gleyzes-
Langlois-Piazza-Vernizzi (GLPV) [13, 14] and Horava-Lifshitz [15–17] theories.
In these more general cases, the time variation of a multitude of EFT coefficients leads to a much richer range of
possibilities for the scalar and tensor power spectra, especially beyond leading order in slow roll. In this paper, we
undertake a unified and self-contained treatment of the general relationship between the EFT Lagrangian and the
power spectra observables. We focus on the EFT of operators that lead to equations of motion (EOMs) for metric
perturbations during inflation that are second order in both time and space and hence include the Horndeski and
GLPV classes. Higher order but degenerate Lagrangians that nonetheless propagate only one extra scalar degree of
freedom [18–22] satisfying degeneracy conditions [18, 23–26] and/or containing higher order spatial operators [27, 28]
are not considered here but our formalism can be straightforwardly extended.
In §II, we provide a compact, self-contained and unified treatment for the quadratic Lagrangian of the EFT of
inflation and its consequences for scalar, vector and tensor metric perturbations. Its relationship and advantages
compared to related works [3–5] is explored in Appendix A. In §III, we show that the scalar and tensor power spectra
can be described in the generalized slow roll (GSR) formalism [29–32] as integrals over source functions given by the
EFT coefficients as long as fluctuations from scale invariance remain small. Existing model independent constraints
on these source functions [33, 34] can then be simply interpreted in the general EFT, Horndeski or GLPV contexts.
If the EFT coefficients vary on the efold time scale or larger, these integrals can be expanded in multiple hierarchies
of slow-roll parameters. In §IV, by optimizing the evaluation of these parameters, we obtain a relatively compact but
accurate description of the amplitude, tilt and running of the tilt for the scalar and tensor power spectra in the EFT
of inflation in unitary gauge. In Appendix B, we establish the relationship between the unitary gauge and comoving
gauge curvature fluctuations which differ in the presence of EFT derivative operators. We conclude in §V.
Throughout the paper, we use the (− +++) metric signature and set Mpl = 1/
√
8πG = 1.
II. EFT OF INFLATION
We introduce a new notational scheme that unifies and streamlines the derivation of the quadratic action of the
scalar and tensor degrees of freedom for the EFT of inflation using its ADM form. For the restricted class we consider,
which includes Horndeski and GLPV theories, the resulting EOMs for metric perturbations are second order in both
space and time derivatives. Their forms are parameterized by 4 free functions of time in addition to the Hubble
parameter whose evolution determines the slow-roll expansion below. The relationship between this scheme and
previous treatments in the literature [3–5] is given in Appendix A.
2A. Lagrangian
We begin with the 3 + 1 ADM decomposition of the metric into the lapse N , shift N i, and spatial metric hij ,
ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt). (1)
Using a unit vector nµ = −Nt,µ = (−N, 0, 0, 0) orthogonal to constant t surfaces, we define the acceleration aµ ≡
nµ;νn
ν and the extrinsic curvature Kµν = nν;µ + nµaν . Semicolons on indices here and throughout denote covariant
derivatives with respect to gµν .
In the EFT approach, we consider a general action which preserves unbroken spatial diffeomorphisms but explicitly
breaks temporal diffeomorphisms [2, 35]. Specifically, we construct the action out of the geometric quantities of the
ADM decomposition [5]
S =
∫
d4xN
√
hL(N,Kij , R
i
j ; t), (2)
where we have used
√−g = N
√
h with h as the determinant of hij . Purely spatial indices are raised and lowered by
hij . Here Rij is the three-dimensional Ricci tensor and its trace R = R
i
i. Since hij 6= δij , for notational convenience
we denote throughout
(Ti...j)
2 ≡ δii′ . . . δjj′Ti...jTi′...j′ 6= T i...jTi...j (3)
for any spatial tensor Ti...j .
The Lagrangian (2) encompasses a wide class of theories. For example, the Einstein-Hilbert action is given by the
Gauss-Codazzi relation up to a total derivative as
L =
(4)R
2
=
1
2
(KijK
j
i −K2 +R), (4)
where K ≡ Kii and (4)R is the four-dimensional Ricci scalar. More generally it includes models with an extra scalar
degree of freedom by representing them in unitary gauge where the scalar is carried by the metric. The constant t
surfaces are chosen to have spatially uniform scalar field φ = φ(t) and kinetic term X ≡ gµν∂µφ∂νφ = −φ˙2/N2. For
example a minimally coupled canonical scalar field in the potential V (φ) has
L =
(4)R
2
− X
2
− V (φ) =
(4)R
2
+
φ˙2(t)
2N2
− V (φ(t)). (5)
Thus the dependence on φ and X of the Lagrangian is subsumed into the explicit time dependence and lapse de-
pendence of (2). More generally by restoring temporal diffeomorphisms with the Stu¨ckelberg trick or equivalently
transforming out of unitary gauge, (2) represents the scalar and tensor degrees of freedom in Horndeski and GLPV
theories (see §II E). However, the Lagrangian (2) does not cover the spatially covariant gravity [27, 28] as we do not
allow extra spatial derivatives. Further, it does not include degenerate higher order scalar-tensor theories (DHOST)
[18–22] as their Lagrangians depend on N˙ . We leave the EFT description of these classes as future work.
To derive the quadratic action, we perturb the metric around a spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) background
N¯ = 1, N¯ i = 0, h¯ij = a
2δij . (6)
The extrinsic and intrinsic curvatures of the background are given by
K¯ij = Hδ
i
j , R¯
i
j = 0, (7)
where H ≡ d ln a/dt. Terms that are quadratic in the metric fluctuations are at most quadratic in perturbations to
the ADM variables and so it is useful to define the Taylor coefficients evaluated on the background “b”,
L
∣∣∣
b
= C,
∂L
∂Y ij
∣∣∣
b
= CY δji,
∂2L
∂Y ij∂Z
k
ℓ
∣∣∣
b
= CY Zδjiδℓk +
C˜Y Z
2
(δℓiδ
j
k + δikδ
jℓ), (8)
3where Y, Z ∈ {N,K,R} and the index structure is determined by the symmetry of the background. For notational
simplicity we treat scalars and traces with the same notation; thus implicitly N = N ii and C˜NZ = 0. Up to quadratic
order
L = C +
∑
Y
CY δY + 1
2
∑
Y,Z
(CY ZδY δZ + C˜Y ZδY ijδZji). (9)
Note that the C’s are functions of time only as they are evaluated on the background but are in general free functions
in the EFT. In a specific model they take on definite forms, e.g. for the Lagrangian (5) of the canonical scalar field
C = −3H2 + φ˙
2
2
− V, CN = −φ˙2, CK = −2H, CR = 1
2
, C˜KK = −CKK = 1, CNN = 3φ˙2, (10)
with other C functions being zero. We provide more nontrivial examples in §II E.
With these definitions we can directly evaluate the quadratic action of scalar, vector and tensor metric perturbations.
This means that δKij and δR
i
j must be in principle expanded to second order in metric fluctuations. Since K
i
j is the
most complicated in terms of metric fluctuations, it is advantageous to eliminate the linear term in δK = K − 3H
and hence the need to expand it to second order in the metric. Since K = nµ;µ, we can integrate by parts expressions
of the form ∫
d4x
√−gF (t)K = −
∫
d4x
√−gnµF;µ = −
∫
d4x
√−g F˙
N
(11)
ignoring boundary terms. Therefore, the Lagrangian (9) can be rewritten as*1
L = C − C˙K
N
− 3HCK + CNδN + CRδR + 1
2
∑
Y,Z
(CY ZδY δZ + C˜Y ZδY ijδZji). (12)
Since metric fluctuations also appear in the volume element, the quadratic action follows from keeping terms in the
quadratic terms in the expansion of L = N√hL,
L = N
√
h(C − 3HCK)−
√
hC˙K +N
√
h(CNδN + CRδR) + a
3
2
∑
Y,Z
(CY ZδY δZ + C˜Y ZδY ijδZji), (13)
where we have dropped terms that are manifestly higher order. The quadratic action can be more explicitly written
by employing the background EOMs,
C − 3HCK + CN = 0,
C − 3HCK − C˙K = 0, (14)
which come from the first order variation with respect to the ADM variables that are allowed by the symmetries of
the background, N and
√
h = a3. The background equations imply CN = −C˙K for the EFT of inflation where there
are no other matter species (but not for the EFT of dark energy [3]). Note that the term linear in δR is a total spatial
derivative term on the background that does not produce an extra background EOM. For example in the canonical
scalar case (10), the background equations (14) are given by
3H2 =
φ˙2
2
+ V,
3H2 + 2H˙ = − φ˙
2
2
+ V, (15)
as expected. Employing the background EOMs in the Lagrangian (13), we obtain a relatively compact and transparent
form for the quadratic action
a−3L2 = CN (δN)2 + CR
[(
δN +
δ
√
h
a3
)
δ1R+ δ2R
]
+
1
2
∑
Y,Z
(CY ZδY δZ + C˜Y ZδY ijδZji). (16)
Note that δR = δ1R + δ2R + . . . where the terms denote the contributions that are first and second order in the
underlying scalar, vector and tensor metric perturbations that we consider next.
*1 In [3–5], δKijδR
j
i is also integrated by parts and the 1/N term is expanded to second order but these steps make the derivation more
cumbersome; see Appendix A and the canceling N
√
h factor in (13).
4B. Tensor perturbation
First, we consider the tensor perturbation in the ADM metric
N = 1, Ni = 0, hij = a
2(δij + γij), (17)
where the spatial metric fluctuation is transverse-traceless δijγij = δ
ij∂iγjk = 0. The ADM curvature perturbations
then become
δKij =
1
2
γ˙ij ,
δ1R
i
j = 0,
δ2R =
1
a2
δii
′
δjj
′
δkk
′
(
γij∂k∂k′γi′j′ +
3
4
∂kγij∂k′γi′j′ − 1
2
∂kγij∂j′γi′k′
)
∼ − 1
4a2
(∂kγij)
2, (18)
where we used integration by parts in the last equality which holds even in the presence of a prefactor depending on
t and recall the notation (3) for the contraction of a squared tensor. The quadratic Lagrangian (16) becomes
L2 = a3
[
C˜KK
8
γ˙2ij −
CR
4a2
(∂kγij)
2
]
. (19)
We can further simplify the Lagrangian in terms of the amplitude of the two gravitational wave polarization states of
wavenumber k
L2 =
∑
λ=+,×
a3bt
4c2t
(
γ˙2λ −
c2tk
2
a2
γ2λ
)
, (20)
where
bt = 2CR, c2t =
2CR
C˜KK
. (21)
For example for a gravitational wave traveling in the z direction
γij(t, z) = γ+(t)e
ikz(δixδjx − δiyδjy) + γ×(t)eikz(δixδjy + δjxδiy). (22)
Evidently, ct plays the role of the sound speed for tensor perturbations. We have written the normalization factor as
bt rather than using C˜KK so as to parallel our treatment of scalars below. Note that bt = ct = 1 for the canonical
case (10) and so their time dependence in the EFT of inflation leads to new slow roll hierarchies.
C. Vector perturbation
We can use gauge freedom to remove the vector perturbation to the three-dimensional metric hij leaving the ADM
metric
N = 1, Ni = vi, hij = a
2δij , (23)
with δij∂ivj = 0. Imposing this gauge fixing at the action level does not lose any independent EOMs [36]. Since
δKij = −1
2
(∂ivj + ∂jvi), (24)
the quadratic Lagrangian is given by
L2 = C˜KK
8a
(∂ivj + ∂jvi)
2
. (25)
Vector perturbations are non-dynamical and with no source in the matter sector can consistently be set to zero.
5D. Scalar perturbations
For the scalar perturbations, the assumption of unitary gauge in the EFT Lagrangian (2) fixes the temporal gauge
freedom. To fully remove the gauge freedom, and allow the gauge to be fixed at the action level [36], we take the
ADM metric to be given by
N = 1 + δN, Ni = ∂iψ, hij = a
2e2ζδij . (26)
We discuss its relationship to alternate gauges, especially the comoving gauge, in Appendix B.
The ADM volume and curvature perturbations are then
δ
√
h = 3a3ζ,
δKij = (ζ˙ −HδN)δij −
1
a2
δik∂k∂jψ,
δK = 3(ζ˙ −HδN)− ∂
2ψ
a2
,
δ1R
i
j = −
1
a2
(δij∂
2ζ + δik∂k∂jζ),
δ2R = − 2
a2
[(∂ζ)2 − 4ζ∂2ζ] ∼ −10
a2
(∂ζ)2, (27)
where the notation (3) implies ∂2 = δij∂i∂j and (∂ζ)
2 = δij∂iζ∂jζ. Note that through integration by parts
δKijδK
j
i ∼ 3(ζ˙ −HδN)2 − 2(ζ˙ −HδN)
∂2ψ
a2
+
(
∂2ψ
a2
)2
,
δKijδ1R
j
i ∼ −4(ζ˙ −HδN)
∂2ζ
a2
+ 2
∂2ψ
a2
∂2ζ
a2
,
δ1R
i
jδ1R
j
i ∼ 6
(
∂2ζ
a2
)2
. (28)
The quadratic Lagrangian (16) thus reads
L2 = a3
[(
1
2
CNN + CN
)
δN2 +
{
CNK
[
3(ζ˙ −HδN)− ∂
2ψ
a2
]
− 4(CNR + CR)∂
2ζ
a2
}
δN + 2CR (∂ζ)
2
a2
+
3
2
(3CKK + C˜KK)(ζ˙ −HδN)2 − (3CKK + C˜KK)(ζ˙ −HδN)∂
2ψ
a2
+
1
2
(CKK + C˜KK)
(
∂2ψ
a2
)2
−4(3CKR + C˜KR)(ζ˙ −HδN)∂
2ζ
a2
+ 2(2CKR + C˜KR)∂
2ψ
a2
∂2ζ
a2
+ (8CRR + 3C˜RR)
(
∂2ζ
a2
)2]
. (29)
In the analysis below, we restrict our consideration to theories with no more than second order spatial derivatives
in the EOMs of perturbations which include the Horndeski and GLPV classes. In this case the Lagrangian satisfies
the following conditions [3]
C˜KK = −CKK , C˜KR = −2CKR, C˜RR = −8
3
CRR. (30)
Under this set of assumptions (30), the scalar quadratic Lagrangian becomes
L2 = a3
[(
1
2
CNN + CN
)
δN2 +
{
CNK
(
3(ζ˙ −HδN)− ∂
2ψ
a2
)
− 4(CNR + CR)∂
2ζ
a2
}
δN + 2CR (∂ζ)
2
a2
+3CKK(ζ˙ −HδN)2 − 2CKK(ζ˙ −HδN)∂
2ψ
a2
− 4CKR(ζ˙ −HδN)∂
2ζ
a2
]
. (31)
Furthermore the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints render the lapse and shift to be non-dynamical as usual.
Indeed the EOMs for ψ and δN are given by
δN =
2CKK
2HCKK − CNK ζ˙ ,
∂2ψ
a2
= − 1
2HCKK − CNK
[
(CNN + 2CN)δN − 3(2HCKK − CNK)(ζ˙ −HδN) + 4(HCKR − CNR − CR)∂
2ζ
a2
]
. (32)
6We therefore also assume
2HCKK − CNK 6= 0. (33)
Given that this condition involves H , it is a property of the background solution and cannot be imposed directly on
a scalar field Lagrangian in contrast to (30). As shown in Appendix B, violation of (33) is associated with unitary
gauge being ill-defined [see (B16)], which indicates that constant field slices are no longer spacelike Cauchy surfaces.
We thus assume the condition (33) is satisfied for the following analysis.
Eliminating the lapse and shift brings the quadratic Lagrangian of the remaining variable ζ to
L2 = a3
[
Aζ˙ζ˙ ζ˙2 − 2Aζ˙ζ
ζ˙∂2ζ
a2
+Aζζ (∂ζ)
2
a2
]
, (34)
where
Aζ˙ζ˙ =
CKK [2CKK(CNN + 2CN)− 3C2NK ]
(2HCKK − CNK)2 ,
Aζ˙ζ =
4CKK(CR + CNR)− 2CKRCNK
2HCKK − CNK ,
Aζζ = 2CR. (35)
Using integration by parts, the quadratic action in Fourier space is given by
S2 =
∫
d4x
a3bsǫH
c2s
(
ζ˙2 − c
2
sk
2
a2
ζ2
)
, (36)
where ǫH = −H˙/H2,
bs ≡ − 1
ǫH
(
Aζζ −HAζ˙ζ − A˙ζ˙ζ
)
,
c2s ≡ −A−1ζ˙ζ˙
(
Aζζ −HAζ˙ζ − A˙ζ˙ζ
)
. (37)
Note that the relation
bs =
Aζ˙ζ˙
ǫH
c2s, (38)
holds by definition. Evidently, cs plays the role of the sound speed for scalar perturbations. For the canonical case
(10), bs = cs = 1. In the notation of [4], the term in the prefactor of the quadratic action is used directly Qs = Aζ˙ζ˙ .
We choose to separate these contributions to highlight deviations from the canonical case and their role in the slow
roll expansion.
E. Non-canonical examples
In the canonical case (10), bs = cs = bt = ct = 1, and so the only slow-roll function upon which to develop a slow-roll
hierarchy during inflation is the Hubble parameter H itself. More generally each of these functions is endowed with
a slow-roll hierarchy of its own as we shall see below. Although we are mainly interested in a model independent
description of inflationary observables, it is useful first to consider examples of model classes that provide non-trivial
values for these 4 free functions.
For a P (X,φ) model where recall X = −φ˙2/N2,
L =
(4)R
2
+ P (X,φ), (39)
and we have
C = −3H2 + P, CN = −2XP,X , CK = −2H, CR = 1
2
, C˜KK = −CKK = 1, CNN = 4X2P,XX + 6XP,X , (40)
7with other functions being zero, which implies
Aζ˙ζ˙ =
CNN + 2CN
2H2
, Aζ˙ζ = H−1, Aζζ = 1, (41)
and
c2s =
2H2
CNN + 2CN
dH−1
dt
=
2H2
CNN + 2CN ǫH . (42)
We can further simplify the sound speed for P (X,φ) by noting that the background equations (14) imply CN =
−2ǫHH2,
c2s =
P,X
2XP,XX + P,X
, (43)
which is the expected result. Furthermore, from (38) we obtain bs = 1 and since P (X,φ) does not contain K or R
dependence bt = ct = 1.
In order to change bs, bt and ct we need more complicated couplings in the EFT Lagrangian involving K and R. A
simple example is
L =
(4)R
2
+ f3
K
N2
, (44)
where f3 =const. In this case the non-vanishing coefficients are
C = −3H2 + 3f3H, CN = −6f3H, CK = −2H + f3, CR = 1
2
,
C˜KK = −CKK = 1, CNN = 18f3H, CNK = −2f3. (45)
Because of the nonvanishing CNK term, bs 6= 1 in addition to cs 6= 1, whereas bt = ct = 1.
The tensor structure can be changed by altering the intrinsic curvature terms, for example
L =
(4)R
2
+ f4
R
N2
, (46)
with f4 =const., where the non-vanishing coefficients are
C = −3H2, CK = −2H, CR = 1
2
+ f4, C˜KK = −CKK = 1, CNR = −2f4. (47)
Here the change in CR allows bt 6= 1 and ct 6= 1 in addition to bs 6= 1 and cs 6= 1 due to CNR (see [37, 38] for a similar
model motivated by asymmetric scalings in time and space in a higher dimensional theory).
These more complicated cases are members of scalar-tensor theories from the GLPV class [13]
L = G2 +G3φ+G4
(4)R− 2G4,X [(φ)2 − φ;µνφ;µν ] + F4ǫµνρσǫµ˜ν˜ρ˜σφ;µφ;µ˜φ;νν˜φ;ρρ˜
+G5
(4)Gµνφ;µν +
1
3
G5,X [(φ)
3 − 3φφ;µνφ;µν + 2φ;µνφ;µσφ;ν;σ]
+ F5ǫ
µνρσǫµ˜ν˜ρ˜σ˜φ;µφ;µ˜φ;νν˜φ;ρρ˜φ;σσ˜ , (48)
where the Gi and Fi are general functions of φ,X and ǫ
µνρσ is the totally antisymmetric tensor. In ADM form this
class has the Lagrangian
L = A2(t, N) +A3(t, N)K +A4(t, N)(K
2 −KijKji) +B4(t, N)R
+A5(t, N)(K
3 − 3KKijKji + 2KijKjkKki) +B5(t, N)(KijRji − 12KR), (49)
8where [13]
A2 = G2 −
√
−X
∫
dX
G3,φ
2
√−X ,
A3 = −
∫
dX
√
−XG3,X − 2
√
−XG4,φ,
A4 = −G4 + 2XG4,X + X
2
G5,φ −X2F4,
A5 = −1
3
(−X)3/2G5,X + (−X)5/2F5,
B4 = G4 +
√
−X
∫
dX
G5,φ
4
√−X ,
B5 = −
∫
dX
√
−XG5,X . (50)
We can see that the canonical and P (X,φ) models are represented by G2 or A2 and the models of (44) and (46) can
be described by the A3 and A4, B4 or equivalently the G3 and G4, F4 functions respectively. It is also now clear that
the EFT Lagrangian (2) can represent the whole GLPV class along with its Horndeski subset where F4 = F5 = 0.
III. INTEGRAL SOLUTIONS FOR EFT POWER SPECTRA
In this section, we give the scalar and tensor power spectra that result from their respective quadratic actions (36)
and (20). We leave bs, cs, bt, ct, H as free functions of time in the EFT so as to keep our discussion model-independent.
We show that for small but not necessarily slowly varying deviations from scale invariance each power spectrum is
given by a temporal integral over a single source function formed out of a combination of these quantities.
A. Scalar perturbation
Let us reexpress the curvature perturbation in the general quadratic action for scalar perturbations (36) by defining
the canonically normalized scalar u = zζ and z = a
√
2bsǫH/cs. We then obtain the standard Mukhanov-Sasaki
equation for noncanonical inflation
d2u
dη2
+
(
c2sk
2 − 1
z
d2z
dη2
)
u = 0, (51)
where η is the (positive, decreasing) conformal time to the end of inflation η =
∫ tend
t
dt/a. First, note that above the
sound horizon x = kss ≪ 1, where
ss ≡
∫
csdη =
∫ aend
a
da
a
cs
aH
, (52)
the modefunction u leaves the oscillatory regime and enters into a regime where
u
z
≈ c1 + c2
∫
dη
z2
, (53)
or
ζ ≈ c1 + c2
∫
dt
c2s
a3bsǫH
, (54)
where c1 and c2 are constants.
Usually we expect that the second mode is decaying on superhorizon scales and if so (53) implies that the curvature
perturbation ζ =const. above the sound horizon. However, this is not necessarily the case, even within the canonical
inflation case if the potential is exactly constant, dubbed ultra-slow-roll inflation [39]. In ultra-slow-roll inflation bs =
cs = 1 and ǫH ∝ a−6, which leads to the second mode of (54) growing. In this case, the consistency relation between
the power spectrum and bispectrum is violated as is the separate universe condition upon which it is based [40]. More
9generally, so-called constant-roll condition φ¨ = βHφ˙ leads to ǫH ∝ a2β . Therefore, if canonical inflation approaches a
de Sitter expansion with β < −3/2, the curvature perturbation possesses the growing mode on superhorizon scales [41–
43]. In the more general Horndeski and GLPV classes, there are other ways in which the curvature perturbation can
grow outside the sound horizon involving bs (see [44] for the constant-roll model in f(R) gravity) but we hereafter
restrict our consideration to cases where it does not.
We can then solve (51) in a generalized slow roll expansion by rewriting it as
d2y
dx2
+
(
1− 2
x2
)
y =
f ′′ − 3f ′
f
y
x2
(55)
with
y ≡
√
2csk u, f ≡ 2πz√csss =
√
8π2
bsǫHcs
H2
aHss
cs
. (56)
Here and below ′ = d/d lnx but note that x = kss and so for a given mode, the corresponding epoch during inflation
differs between scalars and tensors due to their different sound speeds.
If the curvature perturbation is frozen outside of the sound horizon, its power spectrum reaches a well-defined limit
∆2ζ = lim
x→0
k3
2π2
|ζ|2 = lim
x→0
∣∣∣∣xyf
∣∣∣∣
2
, (57)
which is a natural generalization of Eq. (22) in [31]. We comment on the relationship between the unitary gauge
curvature power spectrum and the comoving gauge curvature power spectrum that is usually taken to be the initial
conditions for predicting scalar observables in Appendix B.
Eq. (56) is exact in linear theory but not given in closed form. However if the right hand side of (55) is a small
source of modefunction excitations from the Bunch-Davies vacuum form
y0 =
(
1 +
i
x
)
eix (58)
then the modefunction can be solved perturbatively. Note that to the lowest order in the excitations and if f and the
functions on which it depends are nearly constant
∆2ζ ≈
1
f2
≈ H
2
8π2bsǫHcs
, (59)
which is the result given in [4]. We separate these two pieces into the approximation below and relax the assumptions
on the constancy of the source.
B. Tensor perturbations
The same considerations apply to tensor modes governed by (20) with the canonically normalized field u = zγ+,×,
z ≡ a
ct
√
bt
2
x ≡ kst = k
∫
dt
ct
a
,
y ≡
√
2ctk u,
f ≡ 2πz√ctst =
√
2π2
btct
H2
aHst
ct
. (60)
which brings the EOM and the Bunch-Davies vacuum to the standard form (55) and (58) and generalizes [30, 32].
Above their sound horizon kst ≪ 1, solutions take the same form as given by (53) or
γ+,× ≈ c1 + c2
∫
dt
c2t
a3bt
. (61)
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For canonical inflation bt = ct = 1 and so the second term always decays with the expansion. In principle in the
Horndeski and GLPV theories it is possible to have tensors grow outside their sound horizon while the scalars are
frozen.
Assuming that the second mode decays above the sound horizon, we reach a well-defined limit for the tensor power
spectrum sufficiently after sound horizon crossing
∆2γ = lim
x→0
k3
2π2
|γ+,×|2 = lim
x→0
∣∣∣∣xyf
∣∣∣∣
2
. (62)
To the lowest order in slow roll
∆2γ ≈
1
f2
≈ H
2
2π2btct
, (63)
which again recovers the standard result. We now generalize these tensor and scalar results for the case where the
slow-roll functions H, bt, ct, bs, cs vary with time.
C. Generalized slow roll
For both scalar and tensor perturbations, the respective power spectra ∆2 can be evaluated by solving the evolution
equation (55) out to x ≪ 1 with the boundary condition (58) at x → ∞. Beyond the leading order slow roll
approximations, these solutions can be characterized by an expansion in the observationally small deviations from
scale invariance. One can implement this expansion systematically with the Green function technique by regarding
the f term as a source of modefunction excitations away from y0.
The exact, but formal, solution to (55) is given by [29]
y(x) = y0(x) −
∫ ∞
x
dw
w2
f ′′ − 3f ′
f
y(w)Im[y∗0(w)y0(x)]. (64)
If the deviations of y from y0 are small, then we can replace y → y0 on the right hand side and iteratively improve
the solution. The first order iteration yields [45]
ln∆2 ≈ −
∫ ∞
0
dx
x
W ′(x)G(ln x), (65)
where W is a window function that determines the freezeout of the excitations
W ≡ 3 sin 2x
2x3
− 3 cos 2x
x2
− 3 sin 2x
2x
, (66)
from the source function
G ≡ −2 ln f + 2
3
(ln f)′. (67)
Since W (0) = 1, if f =const. then ∆2 = 1/f2 as expected. Note that the 5 free functions H, cs, bs, ct, bt are encoded
into the two source functions for the power spectrum observables, Gζ(lnx) for the curvature perturbation and Gγ(lnx)
for the two tensor polarization states.
The GSR integral formula (65) thus generalizes the slow roll approximation by only assuming the excitations are
small in amplitude rather than additionally assuming that their sources are constant or slowly varying. We can
take the amplitude to be of order O(1/N), where the efolds are measured to the end of inflation. This assumption
is consistent with fluctuations on the scales observable in the CMB and large scale structure where N ∼ 60. The
sources, on the other hand can vary on a shorter efolding scale ∆N . In the rest of this work, we shall consider the case
where 1 . ∆N ≤ N . We shall see that in this case, one can Taylor expand the source in the integral. This creates a
hierarchy of terms separated by 1/∆N rather than 1/N as is assumed in the ordinary slow roll approximation. For
rapid variation ∆N < 1, the opposite approximation applies since the source is more rapidly varying than the window
function [46–48]. For ∆N ∼ 1, numerical integration of (65) is generally required. Using our formulation, model
independent constraints from the CMB on the time variation of the scalar source function using principal components
can be simply reinterpreted in the EFT, Horndeski or GLPV context without requiring reanalysis of the data [33, 34].
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IV. OPTIMIZED SLOW-ROLL HIERARCHY FOR EFT
For the case in which all of the temporal variations in the source functions for the scalar and tensor power spectra
occur on the efolding scale or longer ∆N > 1, the GSR integral expression (65) can be analytically approximated
from the Taylor expansion of the sources around the freezeout epoch forming a hierarchy of slow roll parameters. The
separation in amplitude between terms in this hierarchy is 1/∆N and so potentially requires a large number of terms
for accuracy. By optimizing this epoch, one can make a low order expansion as accurate as the next higher order [49].
This is especially advantageous in the EFT case where at each order there are a multitude of slow roll parameters
associated with the 5 fundamental functions of time H, bs, cs, bt, ct.
A. Optimized slow roll
In this section, we review the optimized slow-roll (OSR) approach developed systematically by [49] based on earlier
work in [29]. If the temporal variations are sufficiently long, the power spectrum can be approximated locally as a
Taylor series around some fiducial k which freezes out around some epoch xf . Given the integral formula (65), we
can relate this series to the Taylor series of the source function G around lnx = lnxf . We can evaluate the integral
formula (65) term by term in the expansion to obtain
ln∆2 ≈ G(ln xf ) +
∞∑
p=1
qp(ln xf )G
(p)(lnxf ),
d ln∆2
d ln k
≈ −G′(ln xf )−
∞∑
p=1
qp(lnxf )G
(p+1)(lnxf ),
α ≈ G′′(lnxf ) +
∞∑
p=1
qp(lnxf )G
(p+2)(ln xf ), (68)
where we have used the fact that
dG(p)(ln x)
d ln k
= −G(p+1)(ln x). (69)
The coefficients qp(ln xf ) are given by
q1(ln xf ) = lnx1 − lnxf ,
lnx1 ≡ 7
3
− ln 2− γE , (70)
and
qp(ln xf ) =
p∑
n=0
cp−n
n!
qn1 (ln xf ),
cp =
1
p!
lim
z→0
dp
dzp
[
e−z(
7
3
−γE) cos
(πz
2
) 3Γ(2 + z)
(1− z)(3− z)
]
. (71)
Here, γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Specifically, c0 = 1, c1 = 0, c2 =
4−3π
72 , c3 =
55
81 − ζ(3)3 , · · · . Note that the
coefficients qp(lnxf ) are the same for scalar and tensor perturbations, and do not depend on inflationary model, while
they do depend on the choice of the evaluation epoch xf . For simplicity, we refer to the first terms of the right hand
sides of (68) as the leading order terms. We follow the usual conventions in defining the scalar and tensor tilts as
ns − 1 ≡
d ln∆2ζ
d ln k
,
nt ≡
d ln∆2γ
d ln k
. (72)
For observationally viable models with ∆N > 1, the scalar tilt ns−1 = O(1/N) ∼ few percent. On the other hand,
for the running of the tilt to be observable in the near future αs = O(1 − ns) and so these models violate the usual
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assumption that ∆N ∼ N . We therefore continue to assume G′ = O(1/N) but take G(p+1)/G(p) ∼ O(1/∆N) where
we allow ∆N ≤ N . In other words we assume that the function G is composed of features of width ∆N on top of a
much larger smooth component that is responsible for driving the remaining N ∼ 60 efolds of inflation.
For moderate widths, the above expansions will rapidly converge. Indeed, since
lim
p→∞
qp
qp−1
= −1
2
, (73)
the convergence criterion is given by
lim
p→∞
∣∣∣∣G(p+1)G(p)
∣∣∣∣ < 2. (74)
For ∆N < 1/2, one needs to evaluate GSR integral formula (65) on a case by case basis [48].
Provided ∆N & 1, we can truncate the series at some finite order to obtain approximate results. The leading-order
approximation of the standard slow-roll approach corresponds to evaluating the expansion (68) at the sound horizon
exit, i.e. lnxf = 0, and truncating it at the leading order:
ln∆2 ≈ G(0),
d ln∆2
d ln k
≈ −G′(0),
α ≈ G′′(0). (75)
Since the next-leading-order p = 1 term has the coefficient q1(0) = 1.06 for lnxf = 0, the correction for the leading-
order slow roll approximation (75) is suppressed by 1.06/∆N compared to the leading-order contribution. For ∆N ∼
N ∼ 60, the correction is sufficiently suppressed and hence the leading order approximation works well. However, if
∆N ∼ a few, the correction is not highly suppressed.
To improve the truncation for moderately varying G, we can optimize the evaluation epoch xf [49]. For the leading-
order OSR approximation, we choose the evaluation epoch as lnxf = lnx1, which is a solution of q1(ln x1) = 0, so
that the next-leading-order p = 1 correction identically vanishes. This yields
ln∆2 ≈ G(ln x1),
d ln∆2
d ln k
≈ −G′(lnx1),
α ≈ G′′(lnx1), (76)
While these expressions are as simple as the leading-order slow-roll approximation (75), the change in the evaluation
epoch lnxf = lnx1 provides a large improvement in accuracy when ∆N ≪ N . Since lnx1 ≈ 1.06, this corresponds
to evaluating the sources approximately ∼ 1 efold before the sound horizon exit. The correction to the truncation
comes from the next-to-next-leading-order p = 2, for which the coefficient is given by q2(lnx1) = c2 ≈ −0.36. Hence,
compared to the leading-order term, the correction is suppressed by 0.36/∆N2. For instance, for ∆N ∼ 3, the
correction for the standard slow-roll (75) is given by 1.06/∆N ∼ 0.35 whereas for OSR (76), it is 0.36/∆N2 ∼ 0.04.
The same logic applies to a general p-th order OSR truncation [49]. In this case we choose the evaluation epoch as
lnxf = lnxp+1, which is a solution of qp+1(lnxp+1) = 0, so that the next-order p+ 1 correction identically vanishes.
The optimized evaluation then allows us to use the same expression of the formula as the p-th order truncation of
the standard slow-roll, but with the accuracy of a (p + 1)th order truncation. We focus on the leading-order OSR
expansion (76) in the following.
B. EFT slow roll parameters
Now let us relate the Taylor expansions of the G source functions for the scalars and tensors to those of the
underlying EFT functions H, bs, cs, bt, ct all considered as functions of efolds N . We follow the Hubble slow roll
parameter convention in the literature and define ǫH = − d lnHdN with the higher order derivatives given by the hierarchy
δ1 ≡ 1
2
d ln ǫH
dN
− ǫH , δp+1 ≡ dδp
dN
+ δp(δ1 − pǫH). (77)
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For the scalar and tensor sound speeds, we define
σi,1 ≡ d ln ci
dN
, σi,p+1 ≡ dσi,p
dN
, (78)
and likewise for the normalization factor bi
ξi,1 ≡ d ln bi
dN
, ξi,p+1 ≡ dξi,p
dN
, (79)
where i = s, t and p ≥ 1.
For each function there is a hierarchy of derivative parameters that match the G(p) expansion. As discussed in the
previous section, we assume G′ = O(1/N) and G(p+1)/G(p) ∼ O(1/∆N) which then sets the expectations for the
EFT slow roll parameters. Hence we assume
{G′, ǫH , δ1, σi,1, ξi,1} = O
(
1
N
)
,
{G(p+1), δp+1, σi,p+1, ξi,p+1} = O
(
1
N∆Np
)
. (80)
Note that H is special in that both it and its derivative ǫH appear in the leading order scalar power spectrum ∆
2
ζ ;
both ǫH and δ1 appear in its derivative and so are O(1/N).
We can now establish the direct relationship between G(p) and the EFT slow roll parameters. We of course always
keep the leading order expressions assuming (80). For generality and to be able to also describe α to leading order in
the normal case where ∆N ∼ N we first expand expressions up to O(1/N2), i.e. we keep O(1/N∆Np) terms but still
drop O(1/N2∆Np) terms. This also implies that the first order iteration in the GSR approximation of (65) suffices
for O(1/N2) expressions in n and α but not ∆2.
Since G is taken to be a function of efolds of the sound horizon rather than the scale factor, we also expand the
conversion
dN
d ln si
= −aHsi
ci
, (81)
around N as
aHsi
ci
≈ 1 + ǫH + σi1 + σi2 + 2ǫHσi1 + ǫH(3ǫH + 2δ1). (82)
Therefore, using (56) for the scalars,
G ≈ ln
(
H2
8π2bsǫHcs
)
− 10
3
ǫH − 2
3
δ1 − 7
3
σs1 − 1
3
ξs1 − 8
3
σs2
− 23
3
ǫ2H −
18
3
δ1ǫH − 11
3
ǫHσs1 − 1
3
ǫHξs1 − 2
3
δ1σs1 +
2
3
σ2s1 −
1
3
σs1ξs1,
G′ ≈ 4ǫH + 2δ1 + σs1 + ξs1 + 2
3
δ2 +
7
3
σs2 +
1
3
ξs2
+
32
3
ǫ2H +
28
3
δ1ǫH − 2
3
δ21 + 5ǫHσs1 + 2δ1σs1 + σ
2
s1 + ǫHξs1 + σs1ξs1,
G′′ ≈ −2δ2 − σs2 − ξs2 − 2
3
δ3 − 7
3
σs3 − 1
3
ξs3
− 8ǫ2H − 10ǫHδ1 + 2δ21 ,
G(p) ≈ (−1)p+1
(
2δp + σs,p + ξs,p +
2
3
δp+1 +
7
3
σs,p+1 +
1
3
ξs,p+1
)
, (p ≥ 3), (83)
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and (60) for the tensors,
G ≈ ln
(
H2
2π2btct
)
− 8
3
ǫH − 7
3
σt1 − 1
3
ξt1 − 8
3
σt2
− 7ǫ2H −
16
3
δt1ǫH − 3ǫHσt1 − 1
3
ǫHξt1 +
2
3
σ2t1 −
1
3
ξt1σt1,
G′ ≈ 2ǫH + σt1 + ξt1 + 7
3
σt2 +
1
3
ξt2
+
22
3
ǫ2H +
16
3
δ1ǫH + 3ǫHσt1 + σ
2
t1 + ǫHξt1 + σt1ξt1,
G′′ ≈ −σt2 − ξt2 − 7
3
σt3 − 1
3
ξt3
− 4ǫ2H − 4ǫHδ1,
G(p) ≈ (−1)p+1
(
σt,p + ξt,p +
7
3
σt,p+1 +
1
3
ξt,p+1
)
, (p ≥ 3), (84)
which recovers the result in [49] for ci = bi = 1 since σi,p = ξi,p = 0.
With these expressions we can explicitly give the parameters of the power spectrum to leading order in the optimized
slow roll approximation as
ln∆2ζ ≈ ln
(
H2
8π2bscsǫH
)
− 10
3
ǫH − 2
3
δ1 − 7
3
σs1 − 1
3
ξs1
∣∣∣
x=x1
,
ns − 1 ≈ −4ǫH − 2δ1 − σs1 − ξs1 − 2
3
δ2 − 7
3
σs2 − 1
3
ξs2
∣∣∣
x=x1
,
αs ≈ −2δ2 − σs2 − ξs2 − 2
3
δ3 − 7
3
σs3 − 1
3
ξs3 − 8ǫ2H − 10ǫHδ1 + 2δ21
∣∣∣
x=x1
, (85)
for scalars, and
ln∆2γ ≈ ln
(
H2
2π2btct
)
− 8
3
ǫH − 7
3
σt1 − 1
3
ξt1
∣∣∣
x=x1
,
nt ≈ −2ǫH − σt1 − ξt1 − 7
3
σt2 − 1
3
ξt2
∣∣∣
x=x1
,
αt ≈ −σt2 − ξt2 − 7
3
σt3 − 1
3
ξt3 − 4ǫ2H − 4ǫHδ1
∣∣∣
x=x1
, (86)
for tensors. Here, the right hand sides are evaluated at the optimized point lnx = ln x1 ≈ 1.06 and we have kept
O(1/N2) terms only for the running of the tilt parameters since they are leading order if ∆N ≈ N . Unlike the
P (X,φ) inflation case, it is possible to have nT > 0 without having ǫH < 0 or growing H . This would require negative
contributions from σt1, ξt1, σt2, ξt2 that compensate −2ǫH .
Finally note that there is a subtlety that must be kept in mind when comparing the scalar and tensor spectra.
Although both the scalar and the tensor parameters are evaluated at x = x1, they represent different epochs during
inflation, ss(Ns) = x1/k and st(Nt) = x1/k where Ns 6= Nt if the sound speeds differ. Thus when combining these
relations to form the tensor-to-scalar ratio at a fixed k, we must evaluate the common slow roll parameters at different
epochs. Likewise the consistency relation
r ≡ 4∆
2
γ
∆2ζ
≈ 16ǫH bscs
btct
≈ −8bscs
btct
nt, (87)
only applies when bs, cs, bt, ct are exactly constant even at leading order (see Eq. (4.43) in [12] for Horndeski theory).
More generally, one would use (85) evaluated at kss = x1 and (86) evaluated at kst = x1 which does not provide a
strict consistency relationship between the r and nT observables.
To summarize, the expressions (85) and (86) apply to any inflationary model that has the quadratic actions (36)
and (20) with the standard dispersion relation, so long as the scalar and tensor perturbations freezeout after crossing
their respective sound horizons and the sources Gζ and Gγ are moderately slowly varying with ∆N > 1. Given
a specific Lagrangian, one could check the above conditions, and then calculate H, bs, cs, bt, ct and their slow-roll
parameters to obtain power spectra. The correction to the truncation is suppressed by 0.36/∆N2 in contrast with
1/∆N suppression for the standard slow-roll leading-order approximation.
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V. CONCLUSION
We have unified and streamlined the calculation of scalar and tensor power spectra observables in the EFT of
inflation using its ADM form. The subset that describes theories that have only second-order spatial derivatives in
the EOMs for their perturbations leads to a quadratic action for scalar perturbation (36) and tensor perturbation (20)
with normal dispersion relations. This class includes Horndeski and GLPV theories as well as their canonical and
P (X,φ) subsets. The evolution of the scalar and tensor perturbations is characterized by 4 free functions of time
bs, cs, bt, ct in addition to the usual background expansion rate H . The information in these functions can be further
condensed into 2 sources for the scalar and tensor power spectra Gζ and Gγ that are functions of the 2 respective
sound horizons.
We give the criteria under which scalar and tensor perturbations freeze out after crossing their respective sound
horizon and under which the unitary and comoving gauge coincide in the scalar curvature in Appendix B. In this case,
we utilize the generalized slow roll approach to obtain an integral expression for their power spectra (65), assuming
small, but not necessarily slowly varying deviations from scale invariance in the 2 source functions. For cases when
variations occur on the efold time scale or slower, we provide explicit expressions in terms of 5 slow-roll hierarchies of
parameters for bs, cs, bt, ct and H . By optimizing the evaluation of these slow roll parameters, we greatly improve the
accuracy of the truncated hierarchies leading to simple but accurate expressions in terms of leading order parameters.
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Appendix A: Relationship to Literature
In this section, we present correspondence between our notation and that in the literature. We also highlight the
advantages of our analysis for the EFT action (2), notation of (8), and simplicity of the quadratic Lagrangian (16) in
comparison.
1. Gleyzes, Langlois, Piazza, & Vernizzi (2013)
Gleyzes, Langlois, Piazza, & Vernizzi [3] study the Lagrangian
S =
∫
d4xN
√
hL(N,K,R,S,Z,Y; t), (A1)
where
S ≡ KijKji, Z ≡ RijRji, Y ≡ RijKji, (A2)
which is a subset of (2) that is equivalent at the level of the quadratic action. The perturbations of these combinations
around the flat FLRW metric are given by
δS = 2HδK + δKijδKji, δZ = δRijδRji, δY = HδR+ δKijδRji, (A3)
which mixes the structure of the quadratic Lagrangian. For example, the linear δR term is given by
L ⊃ L,RδR + L,UδU = (L,R +HL,U)δR, (A4)
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where L,Y ≡ ∂L∂Y |b is evaluated at the background in their notation. In our notation, the δR term is simply given by
CRδR in (12). As an example at quadratic order, the δK2 term is given by
L ⊃ 1
2
L,KKδK
2 + L,SKδSδK + 1
2
L,SSδS2
=
1
2
(L,KK + 4HL,SK + 4H
2L,SS)δK
2, (A5)
whereas in our notation the entire term is represented by 12CKKδK2 in (12). Our notation makes the correspondence
between the EFT coefficients of the quadratic Lagrangian and the EFT Lagrangian transparent.
Beyond the above notational difference, they performed an additional integration by parts of the δKijδR
j
i term so
as to rewrite the Y dependence in terms of the other existing N,R,K,S terms and reduce the total number of EFT
coefficients. Specifically they exploit
N
√
hC˜KRδKijδRji ∼
a3
2
[
( ˙˜CKR +H C˜KR)
(
δ
√
h
a3
δR+ δ2R
)
+ C˜KRδRδK +H C˜KRδNδR
]
. (A6)
Again one can obtain the more transparent form (12) by omitting the process.
To fully translate from the notation of [3], we have
L¯ = C,
L,N = CN ,
L,NN = CNN ,
L,S =
1
2
C˜KK ,
L,Z =
1
2
C˜RR,
A = CKK ,
B = CNK ,
F = CK ,
L,R +
1
2
L˙,Y +
3
2
HLY = CR + 1
2
˙˜CKR + 1
2
H C˜KR,
L,RR +H
2L,YY + 2HL,YR = CRR,
L,NR +HL,NY − 1
2
L˙,Y = CNR − 1
2
˙˜CKR,
C +HLKY + 2H2LSY + 1
2
LY = CKR + 1
2
C˜KR. (A7)
The notation (8) simplifies the coefficients as can be seen in the right hand sides. Note that the right hand sides
have additional ˙˜CKR and C˜KR terms, which come from additional integration by parts of the δKijδRji term. One can
confirm that their quadratic Lagrangian in Eq. (21) with the definition Eqs. (13) and (127) of [3] and our (16) are
equivalent up to total derivative after using these correspondences and the identity (A6). We thus obtain the same
scalar, vector, and tensor equations of motion.*2
2. Kase & Tsujikawa (2015)
Kase & Tsujikawa [4] extended the above approach by adding additional dependencies to the Lagrangian (A1)
on new types of combinations, which include spatial covariant derivatives such as ∇iR∇iR, and/or the acceleration
aµ ≡ nνnν;µ such as aiai. While the Lagrangian (2) does not include these types of combinations it is contained as a
subset within which we can establish the correspondences.
*2 In their intermediate equations Eqs. (12)-(21) there are additional terms F˙ + L,N = C˙K + CN , which vanish by virtue of background
equations (14).
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To translate from the notation of [4], we have
L¯ = C,
L,N = CN ,
L,NN = CNN ,
L,S =
1
2
C˜KK ,
L,Z =
1
2
C˜RR,
A = CKK ,
B = CNK ,
C = CKR + 1
2
C˜KR,
D = CNR − 1
2
˙˜CKR,
E = CR + 1
2
˙˜CKR + 1
2
H C˜KR,
F = CK ,
G = CRR. (A8)
Again, with these correspondences and the identity (A6), their quadratic Lagrangian in Eq. (4.29) matches our (16).
We thus obtain the same scalar, vector, and tensor equations of motion.
For the restriction to theories having up to second order spatial derivatives in EOMs, the scalar quadratic Lagrangian
is given as their Eq. (4.59), which matches our (36) with
W = CNK − 2HCKK ,
M = 1
2
Aζ˙ζ − CKR,
Qs = Aζ˙ζ˙ . (A9)
3. Gleyzes, Langlois, & Vernizzi (2015)
Gleyzes, Langlois, & Vernizzi [5] also extend our Lagrangian (2) to cases where there are extra spatially covariant
derivatives similar to [4] and introduced the tensor derivative structures for Kij and R
i
j that we generalize in (8).
Again we can compare results for the subset that omits these additions.
Aside from compactness of notation, the conceptual difference with our treatment is again that they performed
additional integration by parts of δKijδR
j
i, which we discuss in (A6) above. However in this case we could not establish
agreement in the final quadratic Lagrangian due to what are apparently typos in the current arXiv:1411.3712v2 [5]
Eq. (55) : CδKijδRji → 2CδKijδRji ,
Eq. (60) : G∗ = G + C˙ +HC,
C∗ = Cˆ + C,
B∗R = BR − C˙, (A10)
where we used N¯ = 1 in comparison with their original expressions. Their subsequent equations and quantities based
on the above variables such as cT , αT in [5] should be corrected with this relation (A10). Some but not all of these
typos are addressed in [6] and consequently those that require correction in [6] include
Eq. (2.25) : αT ≡ G + C˙ +HCAK − 1. (A11)
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To translate the notation of [5], including the corrections of (A10), we have
L¯ = C,
L,N = CN ,
L,NN = CNN ,
AˆK = CKK ,
AK = 1
2
C˜KK ,
AˆR = CRR,
AR = 1
2
C˜RR,
B = CNK ,
B∗R = CNR −
1
2
˙˜CKR,
C = 1
2
C˜KR,
G∗ = CR + 1
2
˙˜CKR + 1
2
H C˜KR,
Cˆ = CKR,
Cˆ∗ = CKR + 1
2
C˜KR. (A12)
With the corrections (A10), the above correspondences (A12), and the identity (A6), their quadratic Lagrangian in
Eq. (59) matches our (16).
From (A12) we also have*3
M2 = C˜KK ,
αM =
1
H
d
dt
ln C˜KK ,
αK =
2CN + CNN
H2C˜KK
,
αB =
CNK
2H C˜KK
,
αT =
2CR + ˙˜CKR +H C˜KR
C˜KK
− 1,
αH =
2CR + 2CNR +H C˜KR
C˜KK
− 1. (A13)
With these correspondences, the tensor quadratic Lagrangian in Eq. (66) of [5] matches our (19) up to total derivative.
For the scalar quadratic Lagrangian, with the correspondences (A13), the assumption (30), and noting that
1 + αH
1 + αB
=
H
CKK (2CKR −Aζ˙ζ), (A14)
we have
Lζ˙ζ˙ = 2Aζ˙ζ˙ ,
L∂ζ∂ζ = −2ǫHbs, (A15)
and thus the scalar sector of Eq. (79) of [5] matches our (36).
*3 αM , αK , αB , αT were introduced in [50] but with a different normalization for αB = −CNK/HC˜KK .
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Appendix B: Unitary vs Comoving Gauge
While tensor perturbations are gauge invariant, the scalar curvature perturbations are not. Hence the question of
which curvature spectrum controls observable quantities arises. In this Appendix, we clarify the difference between
curvature perturbations in the unitary gauge, used in the main text, and the comoving gauge used in initial conditions
for evolving the observables after inflation.
Let us first consider the most general description of scalar perturbations in a mode with wavenumber k around the
flat FLRW metric
ds2 = −(1 + 2AQ)dt2 + 2aBQidtdxi + a2(δij + 2HLQδij + 2HTQij)dxidxj , (B1)
where Q is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator δij∂i∂jQ = −k2Q and
Qi = −k−1∂iQ,
Qij =
(
k−2∂i∂j +
1
3
δij
)
Q. (B2)
In the spatially flat background assumed here Q are simply plane waves. The metric fluctuations transform under a
diffeomorphism or gauge transformation xµ → xµ + ǫµ with ǫ0 = TQ and ǫi = LδijQj as
δǫ
(
HL +
HT
3
)
= −HT,
δǫ(A) = −T˙ ,
δǫ(B) = aL˙+
k
a
T,
δǫ(HT ) = kL, (B3)
where HL +HT /3 is the curvature perturbation. Unitary and comoving gauges correspond to placing conditions on
the metric fluctuations A,B,HL, HT that fix this gauge freedom. For the comoving gauge condition, it is useful to
note that the 0i perturbation to the Einstein tensor
δG0i = GvQi (B4)
is given by
Gv = 2k
a
[
HA−
(
H˙L +
1
3
H˙T
)]
. (B5)
This combination transforms under a gauge transformation as
δǫGv = 2k
a
H˙T. (B6)
1. Comoving gauge
The curvature perturbation in comoving gauge is usually taken as the initial conditions from inflation for structure
formation. Comoving gauge is so named because for canonical inflation, the perturbed Einstein equation is given by
δGµν = δT
φ
µν . Comoving time slicing is defined by the vanishing of the the momentum density associated with field
perturbations δT φ0i = 0. We can generalize this treatment to cases where the Einstein equation does not hold by
defining comoving slicing such that δG0i = 0 (see [51]). This condition sets Gv = 0 and completely specifies the time
slicing T whereas setting HT = 0 completely fixes the spatial gauge freedom. Provided that the scalar field decays
into matter after inflation, the condition δG0i = 0 will be smoothly connected to the usual comoving gauge condition
δTm0i = 0 used as the initial conditions for structure formation.
To avoid confusion, we denote the curvature perturbation and the lapse in the comoving gauge as
R = HL + HT
3
, ξ = A. (B7)
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It is shown in [51] that since R˙ = a˙aξ, for any metric theory
|ξ| ≪ |R| =⇒
∣∣∣∣ 1R dRdN
∣∣∣∣≪ 1, (B8)
if the background spatial curvature vanishes. Hence when the lapse is much smaller than the curvature, the curvature
is approximately conserved on the efold time scale. The comoving gauge lapse function is given by
ξ = − δp
ρ+ p
+
2
3
pπ
ρ+ p
, (B9)
where ρ, p, π are the components of Gµν that would be associated with total energy density, pressure, and anisotropic
stress given the Einstein equations (see [51] for details). Note that in this definition ρ+ p = −dH2/dN = 2ǫHH2.
Therefore, the condition (B8) can be violated even outside the horizon when dH2/dN → 0, which happens in
ultra slow-roll inflation with a canonical kinetic term [39–43], certain P (φ,X) models [52–54], and certain Horndeski
models through the φ term [55]. In these cases superhorizon fluctuations cannot be absorbed into a separate universe
construction and hence violate non-Gaussianity consistency relations.
2. Unitary gauge
While the EFT Lagrangian (2) does not depend on the scalar field φ and so the quadratic Lagrangian does not
include δφ, we can regard it as the quadratic action in the unitary gauge. The gauge transformation on the scalar
field acts as δe(δφ) = −φ˙T and so the unitary gauge condition δφ = 0 completely fixes the time slicing.
Unitary gauge is employed in the EFT of inflation so as to express the dynamical degrees of freedom through the
metric alone. In addition, it is often employed for analysis of scalar-tensor theories involving nontrivial derivative
couplings, e.g. GLPV and Horndeski theories [12]. This is because the unitary gauge fixing condition simplifies
calculation by dropping derivative terms of δφ which are present in (48), yielding a scalar quadratic action for the
metric degrees of freedom in the standard form (36). While unitary gauge coincides with comoving gauge for the
P (φ,X) model (40), they do not for general scalar-tensor theories.
In terms of the single k-mode representation of (B1), unitary gauge sets
α = A, β = B, ζ = HL, 0 = HT . (B10)
These harmonic amplitudes are related to the spatial metric fluctuations of (26) by δN → αQ, ∂iψ → aβQi, ζ → ζQ.
In unitary gauge, Gv from (B5) reduces to
Gv = 2k
a
∆ (B11)
where
∆ ≡ Hα− ζ˙. (B12)
Using (B5) we can define the time shift from unitary gauge to comoving gauge as
T = − a
2kH˙
Gv = −∆
H˙
=
∆
ǫHH2
(B13)
and thus
R = ζ − ∆
HǫH
,
ξ = α− d
dt
(
∆
H2ǫH
)
. (B14)
Therefore, the conservation of ζ is not strictly equivalent to R and the two curvatures need not coincide. We next
consider the conditions under which the two do coincide.
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3. Curvature equivalence
If the contribution of ∆ is negligible in (B14), the curvature perturbation in unitary gauge coincides with that in
comoving gauge. For the theories considered here, i.e. those possessing second-order EOMs for scalar perturbations,
including Horndeski and GLPV theories, we can use the constraint equation (32) for the lapse to obtain
∆ = Γζ˙ , (B15)
where
Γ ≡ CNK
2HCKK − CNK . (B16)
As expected, for the canonical case (5), Γ = 0. Note that Γ diverges if the condition (33) is violated. We can trace
the origin of this divergence to an infinite time shift T between unitary and comoving gauges.
From (B14), the comoving curvature coincides with the unitary curvature when∣∣∣∣d ln ζdN
∣∣∣∣≪ ∣∣∣ ǫHΓ
∣∣∣ . (B17)
There are two possible cases which satisfy this condition. The first case is
Γ ≈ 0, (B18)
which means that the model of interest is very close to the canonical inflation. The second case is when the unitary
gauge curvature is nearly constant
d ln ζ
dN
≈ 0. (B19)
We have already seen in (54) that conservation of ζ above the sound horizon requires that
c2s
a3bsǫH
∝ sps. (B20)
with p(ss) > 0. Note that even if (B18) is satisfied such that R ≈ ζ, (B20) must also be satisfied in order to have
R ≈ const. above the sound horizon.
If (B20) is satisfied then even if ǫH/Γ is finite, the two curvatures will eventually coincide as η → 0, but potentially
not until well after sound horizon crossing. More concretely, if
d ln ζ
dN
≈ (kss)p, (B21)
the difference between the two gauges reads
R ≈ ζ
(
1− Γ(kss)
p
ǫH
)
,
ξ ≈ α− d
dt
(
Γζ(kss)
p
HǫH
)
. (B22)
Therefore, sufficiently after sound horizon crossing
(kss)
p ≪ min
(∣∣∣ǫH
Γ
∣∣∣ , 1) , (B23)
one can approximate R ≈ ζ and ξ ≈ α.
In conclusion, if (B20) is satisfied [regardless of whether (B18) is satisfied], one can calculate the power spectrum
∆2ζ as described in the main text. Since ∆
2
ζ is constant outside the sound horizon its freezeout value is the same as
its value at kss → 0. Hence we can take ∆2R = ∆2ζ so long as (B20) is satisfied between freezeout and the epoch at
which we evaluate ∆2R.
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